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Business is Business at the Théâtre du Lierre, May 26 to 30, 2010

The company Pas de Dieux presents Business is Business at the 
Théâtre du Lierre from May 26 to 30, 2010. With physical acting 
on the edge, the actors/dance incarnates a tragic-comic world of 
business and reveals a universe of unexpected poetry and extraor-
dinary…
 
The setting: A young company, ordinary, full of hope and crea-
tivity. A non-descript office with tables, chairs, computers, and 
telephones. 

The project: a banal step-stool, a Product to be sold at all costs. 
Around this step-stool, an incessant ballet of employers, bosses, 
and cleaning workers reveal a large palate of colorful personalities.

The daily lives of these people are nothing but the parts of a ma-
chine that are timed by the oscillating rhythm of the market. The 
costumes, the gestures, and the facial expressions conform to the 
social conventions that are respected in order to achieve the objec-
tives. Each, consciously or not, accomplish his task to bring life to 
this grand machine.

Founded in 2004, the “Pas de Dieux” company primarily bases its 
research on the possibilities of corporeal movement and expres-
sion for drama: the action that develops and branches, and creates 
a progression through its proper logic. Beyond the sphere of corpo-
real movement, the spoken language contributes as an accessory 
to reveal the Poetry as the primary raison d’être.

Contact presse
Peggy RIESS
tel: (33) 6 80 55 23 92 
www.pasdedieux.com
peggy@pasdedieux.com

Schedule and Prices
Wednesday, Friday and Saturday at 8 :30pm
Thursday at 7:30pm + encounter with the artists
Sunday at 3pm
 
20 € Regular 
15 € Reduced
12 € Unique Price for Wednesday and members of Ticket-Théâtre(s)
10 € Preferential Price and Carte du Lierre

Reservations : www.pasdedieux.fr  or 01 48 05 22 98
To consult the programming: www.letheatredulierre.com
Théâtre du Lierre, 22, rue du Chevaleret - 75013 Paris
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